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plications. When the observer construes certain of these results as 
characteristic of conscious behavior, he is not just supplementing 
gratuitously a set of facts that are already complete and self- 
sufficient, but is attempting to interpret these facts in their relation 
to other facts, viz., the ends that are achieved by conscious behavior. 
So long as this state of affairs is overlooked, consciousness is able to 
maintain itself in a state of metaphysical isolation, and the attempts 
to reduce it to a form of behavior become just the oddities of persons 
who "glory in their logical shame." But the traditional conception 
of consciousness has proved its egregious unfitness on so many occa- 
sions that it is scarcely in a position to be disdainful of a humbler 
rival, who fraternizes with science and who can claim no lineage that 
entitles it to the protection of metaphysics. 

B. H. BODE. 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 

NON-ARISTOTELIAN LOGIC 

T HE preeminent advantage of the set of categorical forms se- 
lected by Aristotle for the construction of his logic is this, 

that, corresponding to each member of the set, there exists a single 
other member of the set, which stands for its contradictory.' This 
property is expressed by the following implications, 

A (ab) O(ab) / , i / LA(ab) + O(ab), 
E(ab)I(ab) Z o, i / E(ab) + I(ab). 

These propositions are fundamental in the classical system, but 
the two to the left do not remain true when the terms are allowed to 
assume the special meaning zero and one, for they become, 

(a o, b i), A(oi) O(oi) / o, E(oi) I(oi) / o. 
The two forms here conjoined are, in each instance, true proposi- 
tions, and can not, therefore, taken together, imply an impossibility. 

1 Such symbols as we shall have to employ are already in common use. We 
shall represent the four forms of the ordinary logic by A (ab), E (ab), I(ab), 
and 0 (ab), the small a in the bracket standing for subject, the small b for predi- 
cate. The null-class and the null-proposition will be represented by o (zero), the 
one-class and the one-proposition by i (one), and we shall from time to time re- 
place the a and b by these special symbols. In every case it will be clear from 
the position of the symbol, whether class or proposition is meant. 

For the hypothetical relation, if, then (implies), we shall employ the symbol, 
Z. The conjunctive relation, and, we shall indicate by the multiplication sign, 
which, understood in every product, is usually not expressed. The disjunctive re- 
lationship, either, or, will be represented by the addition sign. 

In those instances in which it will be necessary to indicate that a given 
proposition is false, we shall place a prime (') to the right. 
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The common logic seems to break down, accordingly, when the terms 
are allowed to take on these limiting values. 

If we turn to the syllogism, the same breakdown that appears in 
connection with the implications just given, will manifest itself 
again. Thus the valid mood, 

A (ab) O (cb) Z O (ca), 
becomes for a - c, 

A (ab) O (ab) / O (aa), 
and this, if we assume as is cornmmonly done, that 

O(aa) Z o, 

since implication is a transitive relation, 

A (ab) 0(ab) 0o, 

which is the implication that has already been shown to be invalid. 
If the subject and predicate of the conclusion be identified in 

each one of the valid moods of the syllogism which have a negative 
conclusion, then it will follow, just as above, that each one of these 
moods is invalid. It was this result which was pointed to in the past 
as invalidating the common logic. It is our purpose to show in just 
what sense this view was a misunderstanding and the manner in 
which this apparent bankruptcy of the ancient scheme of inference 
may be remedied. 

We observe, in the first place, that the implication, 

O(aa) / o, 

is not forced on us in any way in virtue of 

i L 0(oo), 

for it can be shown that this latter assumption, while it does violence 
to current logical orthodoxy, is permissible, since there is nothing in 
the definition of the null-class that can prevent one postulating it. 

Under this condition, viz., 

{O(aa) L o1', 

which is implied by the additional result, 

{E (aa) / o)', 
all of the twenty-four moods of the syllogism, which are commonly 
recognized as valid, remain valid, but the characteristic property of 
the Aristotelian system (mentioned in the first paragraph) will not 
have been restored by this device. In order to retain that advan- 
tage, we should have to assume 

0(oi) / o, 
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from which it follows that 
E(oi) Z ?, 

and the possibility of doing this can be established as before, by 
demonstrating that there is nothing in the definition of the null-class 
to prevent our assuming them to hold true. 

Such a logic, whose characteristic postulates would be the two 
just written down, is only one member of a family of logics, whose 
existence I shall point out later on. It might appropriately be called 
semi-A ristotel'ian, because exactly the same implications, which are 
true in the common logic, hold here, and conversely. The classical 
logic is identical with it, except that the range of application in the 
former case is commonly restricted so as to exclude nothing and uni- 
verse as possible meanings of the terms. 

The importance of this result lies not so much in the fact that the 
old logic is exonerated of the charge that has been made against it 
in the past, that its hypotheses are impotent to interpret the new 
meanings which have been introduced into the science since its in- 
ception, as in the faet that a new and more general system of infer- 
ence has been pointed out. 

In order to establish the existence of other systems of inference, 
it will be convenient to employ a set of categorical forms, whose rela- 
tion to the traditional ones is given by the following equations: 

A(ab) a(ab) +y (ab), 
E(ab) - .(ab), 
I(ab) =a (ab) + I?(ab) + y (ab) + y (ba), 
O(ab) -=(ab) +,8(ab) +y(ba). 

Their verbal interpretation is 
a(ab) all a is all b, 
/3(ab) =some a is some b, 
y(ab) =all a is some b, 
c(ab) =no a is b, 

the word some, which is explicit in p and y, being understood to mean 
some at least, not all. 

If our universe of application be that one presupposed in the 
Aristotelian system (i. e., if the terms can not take on the meanings 
zero and one), it will in turn be possible to express a, /, y, and e in 
the members of the set, A, E, I, 0. Thus, 

a(ab) =-A(ab) A (ba), 
,8(ab) -=I(ab) O (ab) O (ba), 
y(ab) =A (ab) O (ba), 
c(ab) E(ab). 

These are obtained by multiplying out the sums just given, assuming 
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that the subject and predicate of a, ft, and e are simply convertible, 
and by applying the following implications, 

a (ab) /3(ab) / o, ,B(ab) 'y (ab) / o, 
a(ab) y(ab) t a, p(ab) c(ab) L o, 
a(ab) c(ab) / o, y(ab) e(ab) Z o, 

y(ab) /y(ba) / o. 

The latter results are in accord with those of the common logic 
and with those of the more general logic, which we have already dis- 
cussed, but no longer hold under the special conditions, which are 
set down later on. We may indicate in passing, that the implica- 
tions just given then become, 

a(ab) /3(ab) / o, {/3(ab) y(ab) / o}', 
a(ab) y(ab) L o, /t(ab) e(ab) 1 o, 
a(ab) E(ab) / o, {y(ab) e(ab) / o}', 

{y(ab) y(ba) /01o'. 
Our task is now to discover what limitations are imposed upon us 

by the definition of the null-class.2 This definition is given by the 
following implications: 

I. a(io) +y(io) L o, a'(oi) y'(oi) 1 o, 
and its immediate consequences are: 

a(oi) / o, y'(oi) 1 o, 
ac(io) 1 o, y(io) 1 o. 

A further restriction, which follows from the definition and has 
therefore to be taken into account, is a'(aa) y'(aa) / osv or in par- 
ticular, 

IL. a'((oo) '(oo) / o, a'(i) y'(ii) 1 o. 
Our results, which may be summarized as, 
2 The null-class is defined as the class which is the contrary of itself; i. e., if 

b and non-b are two species, which complete the genus, but whieh have no object 
in common, and if further a is a species of non-b, then a is a class contrary to b. 
The null-class is, then, the class whieh uniquely satisfies this condition when a 
and b have been identified. 

Employing the usual notation, we should write: 

o i = o is included in i is true, 

(i L o)' =i is included in o is false. 

The first condition implies and is implied by and is hence equivalent to Sehroder 's 
Nullpostulat. The second is identical with his so-called Existenzpostulat. It will 
be readily seen that the definition which we have given is only another manner 
of expressing the same thing. 

3 It might, not unnaturally, be supposed that the import of a L a would be 
the same as that of the proposition, all a is all a. But that a(aa) may even be 
untrue for all meanings of a without making it untrue that a L a is easily seen 
from the form of the implication, a'(aa) y'(aa) L o. 
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(a) y (oi) is a true proposition, 
(b) a (oi), a (io) and y (io) are false propositions, 
(G) either a (oo ) or y (oo) is a true proposition, 
(d) either a (ii) or 'y (ii) is a true proposition, 

leave undetermined the truth or falsity of /8 and e, when subject and 
predicate are allowed to take on the meanings zero and one in every 
possible way, and this rather wide range of choice will evidently 
enable us to construct a number of systems of inference, the charac- 
teristic postulates of which may stand in contradiction to one an- 
other. In order to determine unambiguously a single one of these 
systems it will be natural, by introducing a series of postulates, to 
remove one possibility after another, until no choice among alterna- 
tives remains. These postulates, "self-evident " when the values 
zero and one are excluded, will then be assumed to hold true in the 
limiting case. As our illustration of method, we shall determine th'e 
system, which appears the most paradoxical to "common sense," the 
one, namely, which asserts the untruth of the proposition, all a is all 
a, for all meanings of a.4 

We shall assume in the first place that a(ab), y(ab), and the 
product, f3' (ab) e' (ab), are convertible by contraposition, i. e., de- 
noting non-a by a', 

(1) f'(ab) c'(ab) Z 8'(b'a') c' (b'a'), 
a(ab) Z a(b'a'), 
y(ab) Z y(b'a'). 

Our other postulates will be: 

(2) a (ab) L a'(ab') y'(ab'), 

which yields a (oo) Z o, for a b o, by I. Consequently, 

y'(oo) Z o, by II.; a(ii) L o, by (1); y'(ii) L o, by II or (1); 

(3) p (ab) Z a'(ab') y! (ab'), 

which yields ft(oo) L o, for a7 = o, by I; and 

fl(oi) Z o, /3(io) Z o, for a o, b i, by II; 

(4) C'(ab) Z a'(ab') y' (ab'), 

which yields e'(oo) L o, for a b o, by I; and 

C'(oi) Z o, e'(io) L o, for a=i, b-o, by II; 

(5) a' (ab') y'(ab') Z e'(ab), 

which yields e(ii) 1 o, for a b- i, by I. 

4 It will 'be necessary to add to what follows, viz., 'y'(oo) Z o, 'y'(ii) Z o, the 
more general postulate, y'(aa) L o. Without this postulate it still remains un- 
settled, whether we intend to deny the truth of all a is all a, or to assert its un- 
truth for all meanings of a. 
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The only case which remains unsettled is that of 8 (ii), and it 
may now be seen from the first member of (1) that ,' (ii) / o. For 
convenience of reference we may now summarize our results:5 

a(oo) / o, a(oi) / o, a(io) / o, a(ii) o, 
f3(oo) / o, /3(oi) / o, ft(io) / 0, O.'(,) L 0, 

y' (OO) L o, y' (oi) z o, y (io) L , y' (i-) 0, 
E'(o0) / o, E'(oi) 1 0, ((io) / a, 6(i) L 0. 

Let me in concluding add a word of reply in advance to those 
critics whose habit of thought will be sure to lead. them to a misun- 
derstanding of the possibilities that have just been pointed out. If 
two systems of inference contradict one another, they will say, then, 
if one be true, the other must be false. To this one must agree, but 
one might add that it may very well be meaningless to assert that 
either one is unconditionally true. The characteristic axiom of Rie- 
mannian space contradicts that of Euclidean space, but the "space 
of our experience" illustrates the one geometry quite as much as it 
illustrates the other. Two contradictory hypotheses can not both 
be true, because this is part of the meaning of their being contra- 
dictory, but each may well enough be applicable to one and the self- 
same world. Surely pragmatic philosophy is directly served, when- 
ever we can show that the world is plastic enough to illustrate two 
hypotheses indifferently, even when these two stand in direct con- 
tradiction to one another. 

HENRY BRADFORD SMITH. 
UNIVERSITY OP PENNSYLVANIA. 

SOCIETIES 
AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL ASSOCIATION: PRELIMI- 

NARY MEETING OF LEADERS OF THE DISCUSSION 
ON MECHANISM VERSUS VI'TALISM 

M /rEEMBERS of the Philosophical Association are aware that at the 
lVl Princeton meeting last Decemaber a new scherae was adopted 
for organizing pre-arranged discussions. The incoming Executive 
Committee was instructed to put the scheme into operation for the 

5 In the particular logic, whose foundations have just been set down, it will 
be found that the ordinary syllogism, xy / z, contains twenty-one valid moods; 
that xy' / z' and x'y L z' contain twenty-three and nineteen respectively, and that 
xy L e contains one hundred and fourteen. It will be found too that no other 
valid syllogistic variations exist except those just enumerated. The forms of in- 
ference built up out of a, fi, 'y and e, which correspond to those of the common 
logic, have been fully treated in the writer's Primer of Logic (B. D. Smith and 
Bros., Pulaski, Va., 1917). A reference to that work will suggest the manner 
of working out the alternative systems proposed in this article. 
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